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Equipment leasing, if managed effectively, can offer a number of strategic financial and competitive benefits to your business. Leasing enables better use of cash flow and offers more budget flexibility. Additionally, leasing can provide a competitive advantage through faster refresh of technology. Arming your employees with the latest IT, material handling or manufacturing technologies can provide a productivity boost.

But equipment leasing programs are inherently challenging to manage. Companies lease a wide range of equipment from the photocopiers and furniture at headquarters to the servers and networking gear in your data center.

The assets are used by a wide variety of business units from logistics and operations to facilities and corporate IT. The highly decentralized nature of equipment leasing programs leads to decisions and negotiations being managed by hundreds if not thousands of people around the world.
With the introduction of the new lease accounting standards there is now significant compliance risk associated with managing your equipment leasing program as well. Lease assets and liabilities will each soon have their own dedicated line on the balance sheet. The result will be a lot more scrutiny and questions about leasing programs from external auditors, board members and company shareholders.

Some types of equipment such as corporate cars, rail cars and executive jets are highly mobile, which creates challenges with tracking the assets for insurance, tax or end-of-term notification purposes. Other types of equipment such as laptops and automobiles are easily lost, damaged or stolen, leading to mid-term partial buyout scenarios.

Over the past 10 years, LeaseAccelerator has worked with some of the world’s largest companies to optimize highly-decentralized, complex equipment leasing programs. During our engagements we have identified a set of 15 critical success factors that best-in-class companies use to manage their equipment leasing program.

Some of these critical factors start before the lease is even executed during the sourcing and contracting phase, while others relate to the end-of-term such as lessor notification and reverse logistics. In the pages that follow we will share our recommendations on best practices and critical success factors.
BUSINESS PROCESSES
Require a lease versus buy decision to be conducted for each new equipment lease under consideration. A key to success will be making the process un-intimidating for non-financial users. Consider offering an easy-to-use tool for non-financial stakeholders to request an analysis. The analysis should be centrally controlled to ensure that the latest market rates and financial variables (e.g. WACC, IBR) are being used.

Standardization of the lease versus buy analysis will not only ensure that your company always makes the best economic decision, but it will keep you out of trouble during Sarbanes Oxley audits. Auditors will be able to determine that adequate procedures and controls are in place.
Put equipment financing out to bid to ensure that you get the most competitive financing rates and contract terms. Generate an RFP with requirements such as the lease term, currency and end-of-term options you are seeking. Distribute the RFP to your preferred lessors or a competitive marketplace of banks, vendor captives and independent leasing companies.

Analyze and rank the various proposal responses. Capture all bidding data into a centralized database that can be used to make more informed negotiations in future leases.
Many end-of-term challenges start before the lease is even signed. Some lease contracts have unfavorable end-of-term buyout prices or renewal terms. Others might have unreasonable return provisions such as returning gear in the original packaging or shipping to remote locations. With poor contractual terms, you may be setting yourself up to fail, no matter how proactively you manage end-of-term notification deadlines.

Avoid terms like “all” and “mutual.” If you have a lease with 500 laptops, you don’t want to discover that you must either return them all or buy them all out at a mutually agreed upon price (i.e. a price defined by the lessor). Consider standardizing your leasing terms and conditions across all lessors to avoid surprises.
Proactively manage end-of-term decisions and actions to minimize cost leakage. Start by carefully negotiating the lease terms. Limit evergreen fees. Review the fine print for end-of-term buyouts, returns and renewals. Configure notifications to automatically alert stakeholders of upcoming end-of-term deadlines and options to return, renew or buyout equipment.

Define escalation processes for non-response situations and at-risk deadlines. Reconcile invoices for evergreen fees, renewals, returns and buyouts against your leasing system of record.

Reconciliation will ensure that dollar amounts and effective end dates are accurate for accounting purposes.
STRATEGIES & POLICIES
DEFINE A LEASING STRATEGY

Define how leasing fits into your overall corporate finance, debt and equity strategy. Leasing offers another source of credit for your business that improves working capital; expands free cash flow; and lowers total cost of ownership. Equipment leasing can provide a competitive advantage by providing faster access to newer technology through regular refresh cycles, and eliminates the need to manage disposition of replaced equipment.

Understand how much equipment you lease today then ask how much more could you lease if you could more effectively manage the leasing processes at your organization.
Assign an executive sponsor, who will champion the value of your equipment leasing program and also be accountable for its financial performance. Don’t appoint the real estate executive to own your equipment leases just because he/she handles the rest of your leases.

Executives from treasury, procurement, finance and accounting are all good choices for equipment leases. Alternatively, if your leasing portfolio is concentrated in one category such as computers or trucks, consider having leader from a function such as IT or Fleet Management be the sponsor. In addition to the executive sponsor, ensure that each team understands their roles and responsibilities in the enterprise-wide leasing program.
Each lease should undergo a lease versus buy analysis to ensure the best economic decision is made. Put controls on who is authorized to execute lease contracts and in what dollar amount. And define end-of-term policies that drive timely decision making and equipment returns.
Think strategically about the talent you have managing your equipment leasing portfolio. Hire experts who not only understand the operational challenges of leasing, but the financial considerations as well. Consider hiring individuals with depth in particular categories such as IT, fleet or material handling equipment.

Get started now as equipment leasing talent will be at a premium over the next five years while companies scramble to get their systems, processes and controls in place for the new lease accounting standards. Alternatively, consider outsourcing the day-to-day management of your equipment leasing program to a specialized Business Process Outsourcing provider.
Top-down mandates from headquarters may not be effective to inspire the type of change needed to fix your equipment leasing program. Large multinational companies may have thousands if not tens of thousands of stakeholders who need to learn new processes for acquiring or extending equipment leases.

Consider motivating the stakeholder community with an incentive, like sharing the savings realized from better lease management with the groups that use the equipment day-to-day, effectively expanding their budgets.
Capture all the information about your equipment leases in a single, centralized database. Subsets of equipment leasing data may need to live in ERP, procurement, asset management and fleet management applications as well, but should be regularly synchronized with the equipment lease repository.

Ensure that all key lease terms (rent, term, lessor, serial number) are captured along with end-of-term options, notification deadlines and lessor contact information. Notes, emails and comments should be linked to each equipment lease along with copies of Master Lease Agreements, schedules, addenda, purchase orders, invoices and certificates of acceptance.
Equipment leasing programs have lots of moving parts. The typical Fortune 500 company has several thousand equipment leases. Each lease has several pieces of equipment resulting in tens of thousands of leased assets. Those assets are used by thousands of stakeholders in many different countries around the world.

During the course of a 36, 48 or 60-month lease term each piece of equipment could change location, owner or cost center. Success with an equipment leasing program requires the ability to scale with automation.

It is impossible to track tens of thousands of equipment assets effectively using spreadsheets. And it is impossible to meet thousands of end-of-term notification deadlines without an automated workflow.
Equipment needs to be tracked at an asset-level, rather than the portfolio or schedule level like that used for real estate lease administration. An individual lease might have one, ten, a hundred or possibly even a thousand individual pieces of equipment.

During the term of the lease or at end-of-term, some assets might be returned while others are purchased or renewed with an extended lease.

The new FASB and IFRS accounting rules will require organizations to record leases as asset (not schedules) on the balance sheet.
At least once a year, verify your data. Equipment assets change ownership, location and cost centers frequently. Compare your data to the information lessors have in their systems for variables such as rent, cost and term.

Reconcile location information between lessor applications and your internal asset management systems to ensure you are in compliance with local sales and property tax notification requirements.

Conduct physical audits on a periodic basis as well. Require asset owners to attest to the accuracy of each piece of equipment’s location, business unit and cost center.
ARM STAKEHOLDERS WITH INSIGHTS

Make information easily available on a timely basis for all decision makers. Arm procurement groups with historical data so they can negotiate the best deals possible. Empower cost center owners with the economic implications of return, renew or buyout decisions at the end-of-term.

Reassure C-Level executives that they can have confidence in leasing data before they sign off on financial disclosures. Time sensitive reports should be pushed via email to stakeholders. Ensure that standardized reports are accessible with a few mouse clicks in an online application as well.

Dollar Value of Evergreen

Jan: $100  Feb: $90  Mar: $80  Apr: $70  May: $60  Jun: $50  Jul: $40
Identify a set of KPIs that allow you to measure the performance of your equipment leasing program. For example, you might want to track the Present Value Cost of each piece of equipment at final disposition to ensure that the cost savings you expected to achieve through leasing were actually realized. Or you might want to measure the percentage of your total monthly leasing payment that is in evergreen fees. Assign owners to KPIs. Create an “Asset Owner Scorecard,” which measures the performance of each stakeholder in the equipment leasing process. Share the scorecard results on a periodic basis with the stakeholder and their supervisor.

### Key Performance Indicator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Performance Indicator</th>
<th>Last Quarter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of assets in evergreen</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of months in evergreen</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of EOT decisions submitted late</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of months late for decision</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of recordations submitted late</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of months late for recordation</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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15 Critical Success Factors For Your Equipment Leasing Program
LeaseAccelerator offers the market-leading SaaS solution for Enterprise Lease Accounting, enabling compliance with current and new FASB and IFRS standards. Using LeaseAccelerator’s proprietary asset-based Global Lease Accounting Engine, customers can account for all categories of leases including real estate, fleet, IT, material handling and other equipment at an asset-level.

On average, LeaseAccelerator’s lease Sourcing and Management applications generate savings of 17% on equipment leasing costs with smarter procurement and end-of-term management.